


USS Delphyne 9808.03


Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><>RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><


CTO_Spenc:
::getting her gear ready for the away mission, even in a situation such as this, it will be nice to be off of the ship and breath fresh air::

CO_Ktarn:
::on the bridge::

CMO_Maza:
::enroute to sickbay from Cargo bays 5 and 6

CO_Ktarn:
Grant: You have the bridge

CTO_Spenc:
*maza* are you ready? do we need to get together?

FCO_Kem:
:: prepping JERU Alpha ::

CSO_Grant:
::on the bridge scanning for anything that could explain the signal::

MO_Revvik:
::in sickbay::
OPS_Lynam:
::On bridge at FCO station::

FCO_Kem:
CO:  Permission to leave the bridge and prepare the shuttle.

CO_Ktarn:
Klem'et: are you ready to depart yet?

CMO_Maza:
*CTO* I'm on my way to sickbay

CO_Ktarn:
::heads for the TL::

CMO_Maza:
::enters sickbay::

CTO_Spenc:
*cmo* I will meet you there.

CMO_Maza:
::packs a medkit::

CTO_Spenc:
::leaves quarters and heads for sick bay::

CO_Ktarn:
tl:Brig

OPS_Lynam:
::Configures panel to perform dual FCO and OPS functions::

MO_Revvik:
::taking inventory of medical surpplies::

CMO_Maza:
MO: before I forget, congratulations on receiving your medical degree

CTO_Spenc:
::hoists her parka around her shoulders:: <cold on the planet>

CSO_Grant:
::scans for evidence of orbital defense satellites though they shouldn't be any::

FCO_Kem:
OPS:  Please meet me in shuttle bay 2 for away team.

MO_Revvik:
CMO:  Why thank you  Doctor.  Good luck on the away team.

FCO_Kem:
:: boards TL, heads for shuttle bay ::

CMO_Maza:
::packs infra-red emitters into a bag, along with the medical equipment::

CTO_Spenc:
::enters sick bay::

CO_Ktarn:
::turns back::Grant: let me know before you deploy the second away team

CNSTelico:
::in the Brig absolutely fuming::

CMO_Maza:
MO: your welcome.  I'm glad to have you as one of my senior medical staff members

OPS_Lynam:
FCO:Aye aye

FCO_Kem:
*MO*:  Please meet me in shuttle bay 2 for away team mission.

CMO_Maza:
CTO: I'm ready

OPS_Lynam:
::Boards turbolift for SB2 after being relieved::

CTO_Spenc:
CMO: well are we about ready? do I have time for a cup of coffee?

CO_Ktarn:
::arrives at the brig::

CMO_Maza:
CTO: warming up for the road, huh?

CO_Ktarn:
::walks to telico cell::

CSO_Grant:
*FCO_KEM*: let the bridge know when you are ready to depart

CTO_Spenc:
CTO: no time huh? alright lets hit it. yes warming up ::smiles::

FCO_Kem:
*CSO*:  Aye sir.

CNSTelico:
::Sees K'Tarn outside the cell and decides to ignore him::

OPS_Lynam:
::Arrives at Shuttle bay 2::

FCO_Kem:
%:: boards shuttle ::

MO_Revvik:
::exits sickbay::

CTO_Spenc:
CMO: So this will give us time to chat while on the planet, you think?

CMO_Maza:
::exits sickbay, followed by CTO::

CO_Ktarn:
Telico: OK mr you better start explaining ur self

OPS_Lynam:
::boards shuttle::

CSO_Grant:
FO: here is a flight plan to most likely bird watching station

MO_Revvik:
::walks to turbolift::  Suttle bay 2

CMO_Maza:
CTO: that is if we don't freeze first  ::laughs::

FCO_Kem:
%*OPS*:  Begin preflight, you'll have the sensors and the MO will drive.

MO_Revvik:
::enters the bay::

CTO_Spenc:
CMO: yes, but i do love the cold

CNSTelico:
::snickers a little, but continues to ignore K'Tarn::

CMO_Maza:
::Maza and Spencer are almost at the shuttle bay::

CO_Ktarn:
::frowns::

CO_Ktarn:
*CTO*:Report to your office

CSO_Grant:
::from his panel reviews flight path, notes that the FO has inputted the flight instructions::

CMO_Maza:
::gives Spencer a playful frown, because Maza doesn't like the cold::

FCO_Kem:
%:: distributes phasers to team ::

CO_Ktarn:
*CMO*: I am reassigning the CTO.  Take the MO with you

OPS_Lynam:
*FCO*Aye sir.

CTO_Spenc:
CO:*yes sir*

CMO_Maza:
*CO* aye sir

FCO_Kem:
%:: wonders how Maza is doing ::

OPS_Lynam:
*FCO* Aye sir

MO_Revvik:
::enters shuttle::

CTO_Spenc:
CMO Ummm I need.. well you heard. Good luck

CMO_Maza:
CTO: looks like we'll have to put this talk on hold

OPS_Lynam:
*FCO* Aye sir.

OPS_Lynam:
Fco:aye sir

CTO_Spenc:
CMO: like always. ::smiles::

FCO_Kem:
%MO:  You're driving.  :: hands the MO a phaser :: let me know when we're ready to go.

CO_Ktarn:
_::leaves the brig and heads for the CTO's Office::

CMO_Maza:
::enters shuttle bay 2::

CTO_Spenc:
::heads for her office and wonders what's up::

CSO_Grant:
*CMO*: The ornithilogist tells me that some of the large vultures are agressive near the stations be careful

CTO_Spenc:
::arrives in her office, and sits to wait for the captain::

CNSTelico:
::snickers some more as K'Tarn leaves::

CMO_Maza:
*CSO* thanks for the warning

OPS_Lynam:
@::Pre-flights shuttle::

CMO_Maza:
::enters the shuttle to see MO and Kem'et there::

CTO_Spenc:
::drums her nails on the desk::

CO_Ktarn:
_::checks on the status of deadmeeds investagtion into the unauthrized message::

FCO_Kem:
%TEAM:  Let's go people.

CMO_Maza:
MO: you're with me on Away team Bravo

MO_Revvik:
::sits in front of the Flight Control console::

CSO_Grant:
::co-ordinates with acting OPS to approve of shuttle launch::

CTO_Spenc:
::stands up and goes to the replicator for a drink of water::

OPS_Lynam:
@FCO:Shuttle is good to go sir.

FCO_Kem:
%*CSO*:  Team Alpha ready to depart.

CSO_Grant:
::opens shuttle bay by having the ops do it::

CTO_Spenc:
::sits down again, quite nervouse has a feeling she knows what this is about::

CSO_Grant:
*FCO*: you are cleared to depart

CMO_Maza:
::MO and CMO enter another shuttle::

FCO_Kem:
:: sees bay doors opening.  feels heart beating faster ::

FCO_Kem:
%MO:  Get us to the ship, best speed.

CMO_Maza:
::sits down in the other shuttle craft

CO_Ktarn:
_::Coughs wondering when the CTO will acknowledge his presents::

CMO_Maza:
MO: will you drive, or shall I?

CSO_Grant:
*CMO*: why are are you in shuttle ?

MO_Revvik:
CMO: You do the honors

FCO_Kem:
%OPS:  Keep us at yellow alert status, weapons on standby and shields up.

CMO_Maza:
*CSO* I'm on my way to the birdwatching stations

CTO_Spenc:
CO: exscuse me sir< what can I do for you?

CSO_Grant:
*CMO* : we are going to beam you there

OPS_Lynam:
@FCO: Aye sir. ::Monitors systems::

CMO_Maza:
*CSO* acknowledged

CO_Ktarn:
_Computer: Seal room and turn off all listing devices.  Auth Jaybird2lark3

FCO_Kem:
@:: driving ::

CSO_Grant:
::from OPS closes shuttle bay::

CO_Ktarn:
_<Computer>CO: Acknowledge

CTO_Spenc:
::looks at the co in wonder::

CSO_Grant:
FO: engage course to planet

CMO_Maza:
*CSO* which transporter room would you like us to report to?

CSO_Grant:
<FO>: engages

CSO_Grant:
*CMO*: use transporter room 1

CO_Ktarn:
_CTO: What I am about to tell you is classifed Top Secert.  If you tell anyone you will be court martialed for tresason.  Do you understand?

CTO_Spenc:
::looks at the CO::

CMO_Maza:
*CSO* gotcha

CTO_Spenc:
::whispers ::Yes sir

MO_Revvik:
@::pilots ship out of bay::

CSO_Grant:
:: monitors scanners looking for signs of mines and energy absorbing generators::

FCO_Kem:
%:: heads for ship, max impulse :: OPS:  Anything on sensors?

CO_Ktarn:
_::Waits for the CTO answer::

CSO_Grant:
::observes progress of the shuttle , compares it to the faded warp signature::

CMO_Maza:
::picks up bag of medical equipment and exits the shuttle, followed by Revvik::

CO_Ktarn:
_CTO: what was that?

CTO_Spenc:
CO. Yes sir!


OPS_Lynam:
@FCO: Nothing yet sir.

CMO_Maza:
::exits shuttle bay 2 and enters TL with Revvik::

CSO_Grant:
FO: eta to orbit above bird station Yankee6?

CSO_Grant:
<FO>: 3 min sir

FCO_Kem:
%:: follows warp signature looking for the ship ::

CTO_Spenc:
::waits for the Captain to speak::

CNSTelico:
::falls asleep in the brig::

MO_Revvik:
::follows CMO around the ship::

CO_Ktarn:
_::hands a padd to CTO containing information she needs to know::CTO: Read this.  then  I want you to intergate the Counslor.  I suppect he may be part of this group

CMO_Maza:
::TL stops, and CMO and MO step into the hallway::

CSO_Grant:
*Transporter Room 1: prepare to beam JeRu bravo to just outside main door of Yankee6 bird station

CTO_Spenc:
::takes padd and reads, her suspicions were correct::

CMO_Maza:
::CMO and MO enter TR1::

CTO_Spenc:
::looks up at the CO:: Now sir?

CSO_Grant:
<transporterchief>: *Bridge*: aye sir

CO_Ktarn:
_CTO: Do you understand my actions know?

CTO_Spenc:
CO: yes, you want me to interogate him

MO_Revvik:
::looks at transporter pad::

CMO_Maza:
*CSO* team Bravo standing by

Jadis has been made a spectator

CSO_Grant:
<transporterchief>: Jeru Bravo you may step on the pad now

CTO_Spenc:
CO: permission to depart.

CO_Ktarn:
_CTO: yes.  He will not co-operatie with me. prehapes you can use your relation ship to get the answers

CO_Ktarn:
_CTO: dismissed

MO_Revvik:
::steps on pad::

CNSTelico:
::dreams wonderful dreams about the good old days::

CSO_Grant:
*transporterchief*: engage as soon as we arrive

CMO_Maza:
::steps onto transporter pad::

CTO_Spenc:
CO: my relat..... ::been dismissed

CSO_Grant:
<FO>: we have arrived in orbit sir

CTO_Spenc:
::leaves her office and heads for the TL.::

CTO_Spenc:
::enters the tl::

CSO_Grant:
*transporter chief*: we have engaged you may engage now

CTO_Spenc:
::tl brig::  ::exits tl::

CSO_Grant:
<transporterchief>: engages

FCO_Kem:
%OPS: Anything on sensors yet?

CMO_Maza:
::CMO and MO dematerialize off the ship::

CO_Ktarn:
_::Sits down in the CTO chair and turns on the carma's to the brig::

CTO_Spenc:
::enters brig area::

CMO_Maza:
::rematerialize on the planet::

CO_Ktarn:
_*Grant*:Status

CNSTelico:
::still asleep::

CSO_Grant:
*CO*: we are in orbit about the planet, both JERUs are on their way

CTO_Spenc:
Brig officer: Would you leave the Lt. and I alone please?

CMO_Maza:
@::pulls out tricorder and begins scanning the area::

CTO_Spenc:
<brig officer looks at august>

MO_Revvik:
@::takes tricorder and scans::

CTO_Spenc:
<brig officer> Umm ::starts to say something and sees the CTO eyes narrow::  Yes sir.

CSO_Grant:
::moniters scanners looking for causes of ship disabling::

OPS_Lynam:
@FCO: I'm picking up something now sir.  Bearing 030 mark 12

CTO_Spenc:
::goes to the control panel and lowers the brigs security field and enters the "brig" area

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the shuttle reaches the coordinates where there was thougth to be a ship in distress to find nothing..but trace elemenmts

CTO_Spenc:
::sees the Lt. asleep::

OPS_Lynam:
::Scans area::

CMO_Maza:
::signals to MO to follow her to the bird watching station::

CO_Ktarn:
_::wonders why telico is doing what he is...recalls his file using his codes to bring up the entire file while keeping an eye on the brig::

CTO_Spenc:
::watches for i sec:: Exscuse me Lt>

FCO_Kem:
%*CSO* We've got nothing out here.  Got any new search parameters? :: brings the shuttle to a stop ::

MO_Revvik:
@::nods head and follows::

CSO_Grant:
::from scanners  notes that the shuttle had arrived near source of signal::

CO_Ktarn:
_*grant*:ever well keep me informed.  And let me know as the teams check in

CMO_Maza:
@::glad that the weather is temperate in this part of the planet::

CSO_Grant:
::eagerly awaits report from shuttle::

CTO_Spenc:
::nudges the Lt.::

CNSTelico:
::slowly opens eyes to see Spencer::

CNSTelico:
::groans::

FCO_Kem:
%*CSO* We've got nothing out here.  Got any new search parameters? :: brings the shuttle to a stop ::

CTO_Spenc:
::well having a nice rest i see::

CMO_Maza:
@::continues scanning::

CSO_Grant:
::remembers, disabled ships sometimes launch a flight recorder::

CTO_Spenc:
::Looks at the Lt. with a somber face. Starts to say something but pauses::

MO_Revvik:
@CMO: not reading any life signs, is it the same with you?

CNSTelico:
Spencer: So he's sent you her for the next wave of "questions"?

CTO_Spenc:
Telico: I have been sent here to question you.

CSO_Grant:
COM:*shuttle*: search for a flight recorder in your vicinity

CMO_Maza:
@MO: I'm not picking up any either

CTO_Spenc:
Telico: o.k, why don't we start at the beginning, why has the Captain put you in here?

CMO_Maza:
@::enters the birdwatching station::

FCO_Kem:
%COM: CSO: Aye

MO_Revvik:
@::follow 5 steps behind::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: sensors pick up what appear to be minute life signs......or trace shadows of

CSO_Grant:
com:*JERUbravo*: i am sending you access codes to enter the bird station

CTO_Spenc:
::waits for an amswer::

CNSTelico:
Spencer:  That is a very good question.  Why don't you ask him?

CTO_Spenc:
Telico: He has told me of course.... but, I would like to know your perspective on the situation.

CO_Ktarn:
::looks at the screen wishing this was a klingon ship then he could throw the tratior out an airlock sans a E-Suit::

CMO_Maza:
@::tricorder hasn't yet picked up signs of humanoid life::

FCO_Kem:
%OPS: Continue scanning.   We're looking for something small.  A flight recorder.

CNSTelico:
]Spencer:  What's the point?

CSO_Grant:
::reads shadows of faint life signs but where?::

CMO_Maza:
@::the birdwatching station seems abandoned::

OPS_Lynam:
@FCO:Aye sir. ::Narrows scan area::

CNSTelico:
::shrugs and begins to turn over away from Spencer::

CTO_Spenc:
Telico: the poin is you are in the brig for treason. I think that is the point!

CTO_Spenc:
::look at me.... please

CSO_Grant:
*CO*: Jeru Alpha reports find only tiny particles that might be from a ship , I am having them search for a flight recorder

CNSTelico:
::turns back over and sits up::

FCO_Kem:
%:: assists OPS with sensors :: Let me know if you see anything.

CTO_Spenc:
::goes over and sits down on the only bench in the room::

MO_Revvik:
@::continues scan for life signs::

CNSTelico:
Spencer:  I'm not here for treason.  I'm here because your Captain is a bull headed Klingon.

CMO_Maza:
@*Delphyne* the MO and I have been unable to detect any signs of humanoid life here

CTO_Spenc:
Telico: what has happened? Why have you done this to yourself?

CO_Ktarn:
*Grant*:very wekk

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: as they enter the bird sanctuary...a calm silence falls 

CSO_Grant:
*CO*: the JERU bravo has entered the bird station but no life found

OPS_Lynam:
@FCO: It might take some time sir.  I'll see what I can do to speed it up.

CTO_Spenc:
Telico: he is your captain as well

CO_Ktarn:
::Snorts at teclios remark::

CTO_Spenc:
::shakes her head::  Telico: There is something more to this and I plan to get to the bottom of it

CMO_Maza:
@::wonders why it all of a sudden became quiet::

CO_Ktarn:
*grant*:every well.  Do you have a security team standying by in case the need one?

CMO_Maza:
@::pulls out phaser with her free hand::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: suddenly the quiet is intereupted with  a loud clatter and squawking and hundereds of birds fly towared and around them

CSO_Grant:
*CO*: I can get one from security , sir

MO_Revvik:
@::feels a creapy sensation and quickly grabs phaser ::

CMO_Maza:
@::runs for cover::

CNSTelico:
::Shurgs::Spencer:  plan all you want, but do you really think I'm going to tell you anything with him monitoring the whole ship?

FCO_Kem:
%:: thoughts turn to Maza, wondering how she is doing.  Opens COM channel to listen in ::

MO_Revvik:
@::follows,quickly::

CO_Ktarn:
*grant*: Yes have securtiy team alpha six stand by

CTO_Spenc:
Telico: no I suppose not.

CMO_Maza:
@*Delphyne* we are being "attacked" by a flock of birds

CTO_Spenc:
::tryies to get in the way of the security cameras, she does know where they are::

MO_Revvik:
@::scans area for minute life signs::

CNSTelico:
Spencer:  Think about it.  Have I really disobeyed an order?  I've just made him mad is all.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the birds fly around , not attacking but scattered

CSO_Grant:
Tac:PLease send sec team alpha six to transporter room 1, winter uniforms

CO_Ktarn:
::snorts to himself again::

CMO_Maza:
@::knows that this is a sanctuary, so the birds are pretected life-forms::

CTO_Spenc:
::nods:: and feels frustreated knowing they are being watched

FCO_Kem:
%:: worries about Maza :: COM: CSO: Does team Bravo need assistance?

CSO_Grant:
COM:*JERU BRavo*: acknowleged be brave but don't provoke the birds

CNSTelico:
Spencer:  There's no point in standing in front of the camera.  He thinks this is a Klingon ship where everything is monitors.

CTO_Spenc:
::leans in and looks at the Lt. what can I do...... he is my captain. I know he feels he has done nothing wrong.

CMO_Maza:
@*Delphyne* acknowledged

CSO_Grant:
COM:*jeruAlpha*: We have a securtiy team ready to help them you stay on search

CO_Ktarn:
::works on drafting Telicos Court martial paper work::

OPS_Lynam:
@FCO:  Nothing on sensors sir.

CNSTelico:
Spencer:  Klingons always think that.  I know for a fact.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: alpha team tricorders pick up somehting ..about 20 yards beyond the entrance

CTO_Spenc:
Telico: I a having a hard time with this and I feel as if it were a test. nothing I can do will be correct.

FCO_Kem:
@COM: CSO:  There's nothing out here but space dust, request permission to return to the Del.

CO_Ktarn:
::wonders if he can add bigetter to the charges::

CMO_Maza:
@MO: see if you can reconfigure the computer systems on the birdwatching station to scan for any lifesigns in the vicinity that our tricorders can't pick up

CNSTelico:
Spencer;  I feel sorry for you.  I really do.  You are caught in the middle here and with no real power.

CO_Ktarn:
::deactives the red light on the camrea making it apear to be off::

MO_Revvik:
@CMO: yes ma'am

CSO_Grant:
com:*jerualpha*: go to high elliptical orbit first and make one last pass looking for transmitter

MO_Revvik:
@::heads to a computer console:

CTO_Spenc:
Telico: I have no power is correct,  I am just the chief of security and I feel like a pawn in your 2's game.

CTO_Spenc:
Telico: it is a game to you isit not?

FCO_Kem:
%:: sets course :: OPS: Continue scanning.  Go for the planet surface.

MO_Revvik:
@::taps buttons:: CMO: Scanning

CSO_Grant:
COM:*JERUBravo*: my scanners show something isnear you can you discern what it is?

CMO_Maza:
@::pats MO on the back::

CO_Ktarn:
::wonders if how hard it be to find a jag to proscute Telico...calls up the list of current active duty jags::

OPS_Lynam:
@FCO: Aye sir. ::Begins scans of planet's surface::

CNSTelico:
Spencer: ::stands and moves closer to her:: It is not a game to me.  I have no idea what he thinks.  If he does at all.  You must believe me...I never meant for this to happen...

CO_Ktarn:
<<delte if>>>

CMO_Maza:
@::has an idea.....scans the station for any DNA residues left within the past few days::

Susman has been made a spectator

CTO_Spenc:
Telico: we both know who you are. Go to the Captain I know he can be talked into listening. ::does not move away from the Lt.::

CTO_Spenc:
::chuckles:: well not go to him exactly

CO_Ktarn:
::wonders if telico is the real reason Bradly dead::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: sensors on the ship again pick up the trace readings of an sos

OPS_Lynam:
@FCO: Are we looking for anything specific sir?

CSO_Grant:
:: reads the sos again, wants to triangulate with shuttle::

FCO_Kem:
%OPS:  We're looking for anything period right now.

CMO_Maza:
@::continues scanning for DNA residues, as she checks to see if the station's replicators & medical equipment are still functional::

CNSTelico:
Spencer:  Moves a little closer:: I had planned to, before he blew up. ::Gently kisses August on the lips::

CTO_Spenc:
Telico: <whispers> What do I do? tell me. I can get help you know.  My fath... Looks away at the camera

MO_Revvik:
@::looks over at CMO:: CMO:find anything?

CSO_Grant:
COM:*JeruAlpha*: can you see that sos again lets triangulate and get co-ordinates

CSO_Grant:
TAC: monitor this sos from your station also please

FCO_Kem:
%COM: CSO:  Working on it.  OPS:  Triangulate with the Del to try to narrow that signal down.

CMO_Maza:
@MO: just a thought....I figured that if someone was here recently, I'd be able to pick up DNA traces

CSO_Grant:
<TAC>: aye sir

CO_Ktarn:
::begins to wonder if he can trust his CTO..and wonders if he going to have to move nash to CTO::

CTO_Spenc:
::moves away:: he is watching, this isn't the place I do so want to .....

OPS_Lynam:
%FCO: Aye sir. ::Begins triangulation::

CNSTelico:
Spencer:  I know.  I just wanted to reinforce my feelings for you.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: triangulation shows that the signal may have come from the southern pole area...........

CSO_Grant:
::notices that refined signal puts transmitter near a glacier near the southern pole::

FCO_Kem:
%COM: CSO:  We're narrowing the field down a bit.  Southern pole region.

CMO_Maza:
@::the station's replicators seem to be in working order::

CTO_Spenc:
Telico: this is all confusing for me. I am not like this so.... emotional... what have you done to me?

CO_Ktarn:
::places a balck mark next to the CTO name::

OPS_Lynam:
%::Concentrates sensors on southern pole region::

FCO_Kem:
%:: changing orbit to southern pole region ::

CO_Ktarn:
*grant*:report ::wonders if the crew thinks he is crazy::

CSO_Grant:
*CO*: we have the signal transmitter in south pole region I want to send JERU ALPHA there

CNSTelico:
Spencer:  I'm sorry.  I didn't mean to.  Shal we call him here?  Or shall we go to him.  I'd prefer we leave here.

CO_Ktarn:
*grant*: very well Has Maza team found anything yet?

CSO_Grant:
*CO*: JERU Bravo has survived the bird attack but found no surviviors yet

CMO_Maza:
@::no DNA residues detected::

CO_Ktarn:
::wonders if he should sent securtiy into the brig::

CTO_Spenc:
::looksa t Telico:: well.... *captain, the Lt. would like to speak to you know*

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: tricorders still continue to pick up readings.....

FCO_Kem:
%:: in orbit over southpole ::

CO_Ktarn:
*CTO*:Very well i be there shortly

CSO_Grant:
com:*jeruAlpha*: check out the transmitter near south pole

CNSTelico:
::moves slowly away never taking his eyes off her::

CO_Ktarn:
::makes sure that the system records and encodes everything to his command codes only::

OPS_Lynam:
%::Continues to scan::

MO_Revvik:
@::notes faint readings on tricoder::

CTO_Spenc:
::moves to get some water:: Do you need a drink? Gives him a small smile::

MO_Revvik:
@CMO: confirm?

CO_Ktarn:
::exits to CTO officer and heads next door for the brig::

CSO_Grant:
*security team alpha team 6*: be prepared to assist either JERU

CMO_Maza:
@MO: I'm picking up something too

FCO_Kem:
%COM:CSO: We've narrowed it down more.  We've got a 40 meter area.

CO_Ktarn:
*grant*:very well

CO_Ktarn:
::Enters the brig::

CO_Ktarn:
Telico: Ok Lt I am listining

CTO_Spenc:
::looks at the Captain and then at Telico::

CO_Ktarn:
::Cross arms across his chest::

CSO_Grant:
COM:*jerualpha*: good , see if transmitter can be searched for evidence of what ship started it

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: all short circuit monitoring devices fail

CNSTelico:
::drinks some of the water Spencer gave him::

CTO_Spenc:
CO; sir would you please listen to him. I am asking as your security officer

CSO_Grant:
OPS: what is that blinking light on your panel?

CNSTelico:
::notices no hum coming from listening devices anymore::

FCO_Kem:
%COM:CSO: permission to set down on the planet to investigate?

CSO_Grant:
<OPS>: some short circuit monintering devices have failed

CO_Ktarn:
::hears the carma dies and sure gald he brought the small recording decive::

CTO_Spenc:
::backs off to give them room to speak::

CO_Ktarn:
Telico: well

OPS_Lynam:
%FCO: Sorry sir, I bumped the waste purge with my elbow.

CNSTelico:
K'tarn: you only have half the story, sir.

CSO_Grant:
*ENG* : please send someone to check short circuit monitoring devices

CNSTelico:
Spencer:  and no offense, August, but su do you.

CMO_Maza:
@::tricorder picks up a faint DNA residue::

CO_Ktarn:
Telico: well I am waiting ::thinks this better be good::

FCO_Kem:
%:: laughs :: OPS:  We're going in.

CMO_Maza:
@MO: it seems someone has been here recently after all

CSO_Grant:
COM:*jeruBravo*: look for traces of survivors having eaten animals or birds that might leave a trail

CMO_Maza:
@::follows the DNA residue trail::

MO_Revvik:
@CMO:  can you localize the signal?

CNSTelico:
K'tarn/Spencer:  I was retired from SFI up until just a few weeks ago.

OPS_Lynam:
%FCO: Aye sir.  :Monitors sensors.

CMO_Maza:
@*Delphyne* acknowledged

CO_Ktarn:
::frowns and thinks...yeah right that not what my sources tell me::

CTO_Spenc:
::hopes it is what she want's to hear::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: Bravo team moves in on the signal

FCO_Kem:
%:: takes shuttle down to the surface :: OPS:  Hold on I haven't landed one of these things in over a year.

CMO_Maza:
@MO: the residual trail is very weak, but it's there

CNSTelico:
K/S: They drafted me back under my protest to monitor a certain ship....

CSO_Grant:
com:*jerualpha*: can you see anything to identify who sent signal ?

CNSTelico:
...this one...

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the shuttle shakes as it hits the atmosphere

MO_Revvik:
@::follows the tricorder signal right behind CMO::

CO_Ktarn:
Telico: why?

CSO_Grant:
::monitors rough ride of shuttle::

FCO_Kem:
%:: adding power to thrusters. :: COM:CSO: Not yet, we're on our way in

CMO_Maza:
@::the trail leads them outside of the station and into the woods::

OPS_Lynam:
%::Holds on to console::

CTO_Spenc:
::raises eyebrow at the Lt.:: what?

CO_Ktarn:
::thinks sure and I am the Tooth fairy and my CTO is the Easter Bunny::

CNSTelico:
...the Storm activity had really sent a shiver throughout Starfleet...

CSO_Grant:
*CO*: Jerualpha is intercepting signal transmitter now

MO_Revvik:
@::watches tricorder with intence concentration::

CMO_Maza:
@::wonders why there are few birds in this area::

CNSTelico:
...Iwas assigned to monitor this crew and report any further Storm symathizers...I guess paranoia runs in the fleet.

CSO_Grant:
*CO*: sensors indicate JERUbravo is following a trail that might lead to survivors

CTO_Spenc:
::can tell the CO is not bying the Truth::

FCO_Kem:
%:: shaking getting worse, slight worry about a crash,  increasing power to thrusters again ::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: as bravo team enters the woods , the signal seems to be coming from several directions

CMO_Maza:
@MO: I don't get it.  The trail seems to split up into several directions.

CO_Ktarn:
Telico: Or maybe that ur cover and your real a Storm Agent ::glares at him::

OPS_Lynam:
%::Shaking getting worse, GREAT worry about a crash, holds on tighter::

CNSTelico:
...there was another operative here, but I had him transferred for his unbecoming conduct...

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the shuttle shakes violently as it continues toward a landing spot::

MO_Revvik:
@::notices the signal split::

FCO_Kem:
%OPS:  It's not me, this is rough.  Hold on.

CTO_Spenc:
::nods as it all makes perfect sence::

CNSTelico:
::glares at K'tarn::that is one of the stupidest statements I have ever heard.

CMO_Maza:
@MO: okay.  We'll have to split up.

CMO_Maza:
@MO: you go that way ::points:: and I'll go this way ::points:: Be careful

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION:: the shuttle levels out for  a so so landing :)

CNSTelico:
K/S: Anyway, ...

CO_Ktarn:
Telico: Funny but my sources inform me that You ::points to telico::Cause the destruction of the Griffon and the death of Bradley

FCO_Kem:
%:: sighs:: OPS:  Let's go find this transmitter.  Bring your phaser and tricorder.

OPS_Lynam:
%FCO:  Not bad sir. ::Grins::

MO_Revvik:
@CMO: aye ::walks in direction of finger::

FCO_Kem:
%:: exits the shuttle, begins takign readings ::

CMO_Maza:
@::heads off following one branch of the trail::

CNSTelico:
...There was....::Jumps up off the bunk and charges K'tarn::stops short of knocking him out::

CTO_Spenc:
Co: I know we all think we know the truth.... But there are way s of finding out... ::looks grimley at the Lt.:: If he says yes, we can scan his .... stops in mid sentence

OPS_Lynam:
%FCO:Aye sir.  ::Gets equipment and follows FCO::

CTO_Spenc:
Lt.!

CNSTelico:
K'tarn: Bradley was a personal friend of mine!  He is the only reason I accepted this assignment!

CO_Ktarn:
::is knocked down by telcio::

CO_Ktarn:
*Sec*: to the brig

CMO_Maza:
@*Delphyne* The trail has branched out in several directions.  The MO and I have split up to cover more ground.

CO_Ktarn:
::takes a step back::

MO_Revvik:
@::looks down at the tricorder and follows the path::

FCO_Kem:
%:: detects signal from futher south :: OOPS: Let's head that-a-way.  Keep your eyes open.

CTO_Spenc:
CO; that was unecessary. Picks the Co up as he sliped on the water she spilled earlier

CNSTelico:
::face is bright red with rage::

CO_Ktarn:
::snort::Telcio:I am also on of his friends In fact I served as his CTO.

CTO_Spenc:
Telico/CO: all right let's calm down.

OPS_Lynam:
%FCO: Aye sir.  ::Scans area with tricorder and searches area visually::

CNSTelico:
K'tarn:  I think this discussion is over.

CSO_Grant:
com:*JERUBRavo*: do yu need additional personnel to help with search?

CO_Ktarn:
Telico: Can you explain why my source would inform of that if its not true

CMO_Maza:
@::can't help but notice the foliage....it reminds her of the Amazon rain forest::

CMO_Maza:
@*CSO* That would be very helpful...thanks.

FCO_Kem:
%:: covering ground fast.  Doesn't like the surroundings.  Wonders if Alyssa is well. ::

CTO_Spenc:
CO: how do you know your sorce is correct? I recieved a comuniq, from my contact and it said nothing except to trust the Lt.

CNSTelico:
K'tarn:  maybe your sources are Storm sympathizers?!

CSO_Grant:
*alpha team 6 beam down to jeru bravo and report to CMO

OPS_Lynam:
%::Hurrys after FCO, Finds scanning difficult at present speed::

CO_Ktarn:
Telico: My Sources are SFI.  Infact the XO of SFI.

MO_Revvik:
@::follows the signal around a corner and through some foliage::

CSO_Grant:
<alpha team 6 leader>*bridge*: acknowledged

CNSTelico:
K'tarn:  As a matter of fact, I do know why you were told that information.

CMO_Maza:
@::pushes through some thick foliage::

FCO_Kem:
%COM:CSO: We're about 50 meters from the possible source and closing ground fast.

CSO_Grant:
<transporter 1 chief >: : engages transporter, sending sec team to location of CMO maza::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: as the MO moves in on his signal.............he steps in a small hole that was covered with brush

CO_Ktarn:
Teclio: I am listinng

OPS_Lynam:
%FCO: I suggest we slow down sir.  We could be running into an ambush.

CSO_Grant:
COM:*JERubravo*: sec team alpha 6 is beaming to your location

CMO_Maza:
@*CSO* acknowledged

FCO_Kem:
%:: slows down. :: OPS: You're right.  Some battles aren't meant to just be run into.

CNSTelico:
K'tarn: It is because you were one of the primary targets of the investigation.  SFI wanted to test your loyalty.  Being Klingon, you should have recocnized that.

MO_Revvik:
@::sits in a hole up to his waist::

CMO_Maza:
@::waits for the team to materialize in front of her::

CTO_Spenc:
::looks from one man to the other, and wonders which one is correct, and knows without so much of a doubt::

OPS_Lynam:
%::pant, pant::

CO_Ktarn:
::snorts::telico: Prove what ur saying then

MO_Revvik:
@::taps com badge::  *CMO* I fell in a hole and can't get out.

CSO_Grant:
<alphateam6ldr>@: Cmo: what do you want me to do?

CO_Ktarn:
*grant*: Open up a heavly encrpty channel to SFI.  the XO's office

CNSTelico:
K'tarn:  let me contact SFI openly, and you will find out from Buck himself.

MO_Revvik:
@::strugles like mad to get out of hole, but finaly falls back in::

FCO_Kem:
%OPS:  Let's stagger, 5 meter spread and continue moving.

CSO_Grant:
*CO*: yes sir

CMO_Maza:
@Alphateam6 leader: have your crew split up to follow the other branches of the trail.  And send one to help out Revvik

Nicke_AGM:
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